Quantifying long-term historical climate is fundamental to understanding recent climate change. Most instrumentally recorded climate data are only available for the past 200 years, so proxy observations from natural archives are often considered. We describe a model-based approach to reconstructing climate defined in terms of raw tree-ring measurement data that simultaneously accounts for non-climatic and climatic variability.
Introduction
Instrumental meteorological records from the past 200 years support a scientific consensus that climate is changing (Trenberth et al. 2007) . What is less clear is how to interpret these changes in an historical context spanning many hundreds, or thousands of years. The statistical problem is to infer historical climate without having direct observations beyond the most recent two centuries. A common solution is to index historical climate values using proxy observations from natural archives such as tree rings, lake sediments, bore holes, corals and ice cores (see Jones and Mann (2004) and Jansen et al. (2007) for examples). Reconstructions based on these sources feature prominently in the Fifth Assessment Report of Working Group 1 of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2013 ). This report and other work, including that of the Past Global Changes (PAGES) 2K group (PAGES 2k Consortium 2013) , have demonstrated robustness in the general pattern of variability in reconstructions representing large regions at decadal to centennial timescales.
The standard approach to reconstructing climate from tree-ring data involves (i) filtering out any signal from non-climatic sources so that only climate signal (and random noise) remain, (ii) combining multiple filtered tree series from the same macro-environmental setting into one mean chronology, and (iii) using the resulting chronology, alone or combined with other proxy measurements, to reconstruct local, hemispheric or global climate. The first two steps are referred to as "standardization" in tree-ring studies (e.g. Fritts 1976 ). There is a rich literature describing dendroclimatic methods devoted to preserving the climate signal during standardization (e.g. Briffa et al. 1992 , Cook et al. 1995 , Briffa and Melvin 2011 ). However, the major focus of recent research has been on the third step (for example, see Jones et al. 2009 , Tingley et al. 2012 , Wahl and Smerdon 2012 . This has resulted in several methodological developments for reconstructing climate values from filtered proxy data. More recently, Bayesian inference has been proposed. Haslett et al. (2006) used a Bayesian approach for reconstruction using a pollen proxy. Li et al. (2010) , Tingley and Huybers (2010a,b) and McShane and Wyner (2011) explore Bayesian approaches for multi-proxy reconstructions.
The standardization process results in a chronology that is easily shared among the community for use in climate reconstructions. However, in subsequent use the chronologies are treated as data and the standardization process does not feature in the climate reconstruction model. One consequence is that uncertainties from steps (1) and (2) above do not propagate through to the final predictions. Any incorrectly modeled variation from the standardization of the proxy measurements will be carried forward to the climate reconstruction. The multi-step procedures also make it different to check overall model fit. Assumptions made in the second or third stages cannot be checked against the raw data. To overcome these problems we merge the three steps above, specifying a joint model for the raw data and climate measure. Simultaneously describing climatic and non-climatic influences on the raw data makes it possible to overcome difficulties encountered in multi-step procedures, such as reconstructing long-scale climate variability, often referred to as the segmentlength curse (Cook et al. 1995) .
Use of a joint model ensures that assumptions are made explicit. As a first step we need to find model-based descriptions for the underlying assumptions in both the standardization and reconstruction processes described above. Statistical calibration is often used to reconstruct the climate in step (3) above, with different approaches typically presented as a choice between various statistical procedures. In our framework, the different approaches can be viewed as differences in modeling assumptions and comparison between procedures becomes a choice between models.
Once a modeling framework has been specified, we can consider alternative assumptions and examine how the predictions of historical climate depend on changes in both the standardization and reconstruction components of the model. If the predictions change substantially, this shows sensitivity of the modeling assumptions and can help reveal limitations of the data.
We first introduce the data in section 2 and summarize currently used methodology for standardizing tree-ring data in section 3. We then comment on the problems with the current methodology in section 4 before defining and exploring the model-based approach in section 5 and considering model adequacy in section 6. We then discuss the implications of the modeling approach in section 7, that includes a summary for the paleoclimate community.
Data
Our tree-ring data are records of annual radial growth increments (i.e. ring widths) of living and well-preserved remnant (subfossil) Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) growing near the latitudinal tree-line in Torneträsk, northern Sweden (Grudd et al. 2002 . Ring widths are measured along one or more radii, from the earliest ring at or near the center of the tree bole outward to include the most recently formed growth ring. They represent the annual radial expansion of woody tissue in the bole of a tree. They are typically measured from samples taken at breast height. While ring widths vary from tree to tree and also at different heights in the same tree, the overall pattern of year to year relative ring width changes is similar. The absolute dimensions of these ring widths vary according to what part of the tree they represent and to the overall growth rate of the tree in question. Many trees of the same species are sampled from a site, defined as an area within the same macro-environment, to ensure within site replication.
It is assumed that ring width variation reflects, among other things, climatic variation (Fritts 1976) . For the Torneträsk trees it is believed that the important climatic influence is the growing season temperature (Grudd et al. 2002) . However, even in an unchanging environment ring widths change over time due to the changing allocation of growth products around the outside of an expanding bole as the tree grows. Trees exhibit various and sometimes complex growth forms but a pattern of early ring width increase followed by a slower reduction in ring widths in older age is generally observed. Because such changes in measured ring width time series do not represent climate variability it is important to account for them in the analysis. Traditionally, such variations have been filtered out via the standardization process referred to in section 1. It is important that each ring width is assigned to its exact calendar year of formation. This is done by a process called "crossdating" (Fritts 1976 ) that matches high-frequency patterns of wide and narrow rings between the sampled trees. This helps identify and enable the correction of dating errors that might arise by simple ring counting (Fritts and Swetnam 1989) . More details about crossdating are in the supplementary materials, section 1 (herein S1). The data we use here are obtained after crossdating. We discuss potential uncertainty resulting from the crossdating procedure in section 7.
The full dataset consists of ring widths from 587 trees. We analyze a subset comprising k = 247 trees with at least 20 ring width observations after the year 1496, leading to a 500 year series. The number of ring width observations for each tree (defined as the segment length) varied from 26 to 485 years, with an average segment length of 179 years. Additional details about the data, including plots, are available in S1.
As the climatic factor limiting growth of these trees is believed to be growing season temperature, the climate variable we reconstruct is the mean temperature during June-August for the Abisko weather station, the closest weather station to Torneträsk. Temperature has been directly measured from 1913 to 1995. In all models that follow, we assume that these temperature values are observed without error. Our goal is to predict the mean June-August temperature values from 1496 to 1912. There are 121 trees that have measurements during the period of observed temperatures. To account for the non-climatic ring growth, the only other covariate we consider is the age of the tree in each year. By convention, the age of a tree is defined as the number of years since the innermost ring of the core sample; this corresponds to the year in which the tree reached the height at which the sample was taken for living trees or to the innermost year for the remnant wood samples.
We use the Torneträsk data for two reasons. Firstly, the correlation between the growth increments and climate is strong enough to make viable local reconstructions (see section 4 for details). Secondly, the spread of age classes of the trees is relatively even through time. This makes the use of regional curve standardization (discussed in section 3.2) viable for these data as well as traditional standardization (discussed in section 3.1).
Although our focus here is on reconstructing growing season temperature, the models we fit and the ideas we discuss can be generalized to other climate variables and to global and spatial field based reconstructions.
Notation
The raw data are denoted by the k × n matrix y, where y it is the observed ring width for tree i in year t. We use f i and l i to denote the first and last year tree i was measured. We split y into a k × m matrix y mis and a k × (n − m) matrix y obs . The former denotes values of y for which the climate values x mis = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) are missing; the latter denotes values of y for which climate values x obs = (x m+1 , . . . , x n ) have been observed. We denote tree age by the k × n matrix a, where a it is the age of tree i in year t.
Throughout we distinguish between climate and temperature. When describing general methodology, we refer to x as a climate variable. When discussing the Torneträsk data, we refer to x as temperature.
Standard methodology
In this section, we outline the traditional approach to the multi-step procedure for reconstructing climate variables. The first step involves standardizing the ring widths, y (Fritts 1976, Cook and Kairiukstis 1990) . Standardization serves to (1) filter out non-climatic growth influences, in particular, age effects and tree to tree differences in growth, and (2) compress the information contained in k noisy tree-ring series at a particular site into one synthetic chronology that contains a common signal, assumed to be climatic in nature. We denote the standardized chronologies obtained from y by the vector z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ), where z t is the value for year t. As for y, we split z into z mis = (z 1 , . . . , z m ) and z obs = (z m+1 , . . . , z n ). We now outline two standardization procedures, which we refer to as traditional standardization (TS) and regional curve standardization (RCS).
Traditional standardization
TS involves selecting and fitting a statistical model to the annual growth increments of each tree separately in order to remove the non-climatic growth influences such as those associated with tree age (Fritts 1976) . Raw measurements, y it are then scaled to give an index for each tree, w it = y it /ŷ it , whereŷ it is the fitted value under the assumed model. This index is then averaged across trees at a site to give a mean index (or chronology) for that site, z t = m(w 1t , . . . , w kt ). The function m(·) is a measure of central location and may be chosen to minimize the effect of outliers. Variation in z t is presumed to reflect primarily climatic influences with tree-specific growth-related effects removed by scaling. Deviations for each tree may be further modeled to remove autocorrelation before being combined (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990) . Almost all datasets in the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (http://www. ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html) have been standardized in this way.
TS has two major problems. First, the uncertainty about parameters in the standardization is ignored in all further modeling. Second, incorrectly modeled variation in the standardization output can distort modeling of the climate signal, inducing bias in the reconstructed climate values. The problem is that TS effectively detrends each tree-ring series in an attempt to remove the non-climatic growth. This can easily lead to the unintentional removal of climatic influences on growth from the tree-ring chronology (Cook et al. 1995) ; i.e. some of the low-frequency climate "baby" can get thrown out with the non-climate "bathwater."
This second problem has been named the "segment length curse" (Cook et al. 1995) : one can only expect to recover climate signals that have a higher frequency (in relation to climate cycles) than the inverse of segment length of individual treering measurements. As low-frequency climate signal (and possibly some mediumfrequency signal) is removed during standardization, the examination of changes in climate over hundreds, or thousands of years, becomes problematic. We use simulated temperature and tree-ring series to demonstrate the problem in S3.
Regional curve standardization
RCS represents an attempt to overcome the segment length curse and preserve the low-frequency climate signal (Briffa et al. 1992) . RCS assumes that there is a common growth rate for all trees of the same age (or age class, e.g. we could assume a common growth rate applies to binned ages of 10-20 year increments). We defineĜ j to be the estimated growth rate for age j and obtain an index w it = y it /Ĝ a it . As before, we then average the index to obtain the chronology z t = m(w 1t , . . . , w kt ).
The idea behind RCS is that climatic effects on the standardization curve can be largely eliminated by averaging measurements across many trees sampled from across a range of overlapping time periods; in effect, removing the climate influence onĜ j . The variability in the index is assumed to reflect changes in climatic conditions that can exceed the lengths of the individual tree ring series being detrended, see Briffa et al. (1992) for details. RCS makes minimal assumptions about the shape of the non-climatic growth trend, although such constraints may be included.
RCS has several potential problems (Briffa and Melvin 2011) . As with TS, incorrectly modeled variation can distort modeling of the climate signal and induce bias in the resulting reconstruction, e.g. tree-specific differences in the growth can be misinterpreted as changes in the climate signal, particularly when the sample size is small. Furthermore, the RCS approach also ignores uncertainty about the standardization procedure in all further modeling.
RCS is inappropriate when samples are taken from trees that are all about the same age since they form a common age class and have been exposed to the same climate conditions. Fortunately, many chronologies have a range of ages at each time period, especially when they consist of living and sub-fossil trees. This is the case for the Torneträsk Scots pine data set which has a relatively even distribution of tree age classes spread over a relatively long time. This makes simple implementation of the RCS technique a viable option, provided the mean biological age trend can be assumed to be approximately constant between trees. More complex implementations of RCS have been developed, such as processing subsets of the full data set to allow trees to have different growth rates (Melvin et al. 2013 ). The analysis we describe here uses a single standardization curve RCS implementation.
Statistical calibration
Following standardization, statistical calibration (Osborne 1991 ) is used to reconstruct climate from the site-specific chronologies. We initially focus on univariate linear calibration, where we assume that a single chronology z has a linear relationship with climate observations x.
Observed data z obs and x obs are used to estimate parameters describing the relationship, which are then used to predict x mis using z mis . This can be done using either: (i) classical calibration, where we regress z obs on x obs , or (ii) inverse calibration, where x obs is regressed on z obs . The two corresponding procedures, along with their properties are described in S2. In S2 we show how the underlying model for inverse calibration can be obtained if (i) we start with the model for classical calibration, (ii) consider x 1 , . . . , x n to be iid realizations of n normal random variables, and (iii) use Bayes rule to find the distribution of x t conditional on z t . The implied normal model for x leads to predictions 1 from inverse calibration being shrunk toward the mean value of x obs compared with the predictions from classical calibration. This helps explain why inverse calibration is preferred in terms of MSE only if x mis t is close to the mean x obs value. Extensions to the multivariate case are also discussed in S2. In particular, we show how the model underlying the RegEM algorithm of Schneider (2001) , commonly used for multiple proxy climate reconstructions, is equivalent to a multivariate extension of inverse calibration. See Christiansen (2011), Christiansen and Ljungqvist (2011) and Christiansen (2014) for discussion of calibration assumptions with respect to various climate reconstructions.
Problems with existing approaches
We begin by examining the local reconstruction for the Scots pine dataset using traditional methods. We construct TS and RCS chronologies using the approaches outlined in sections 3.1 and 3.2. We use a negative exponential growth curve in TS to account for tree age and we assume the same growth rate for all trees in binned (10-year) age groups in RCS , with more details provided in S4. Of interest is how resulting predictions compare with the assumptions and properties of both the standardization approaches, described in section 3, as well as the calibration approaches, described in section 3.3 and S2. We refer to the reconstructions found using the traditional multistep approach as ts inv, ts class, rcs inv and rcs class. Table 1 describes the labels for all reconstructions we consider.
The observed temperatures are a highly significant predictor of the chronologies found using both TS and RCS standardizations (both have p-value < 0.00001). The resulting temperature predictions exhibit differences we would expect given the properties of the procedures outlined in sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and S2 (Figure 1 ). The predictions from inverse calibration are shrunk toward the distribution of observed temperatures relative to the predictions from classical calibration (Figure 1 Almost all climate reconstructions use inverse calibration or related approaches. For example, the description of calibration in Cook and Kairiukstis (1990) only considers regressing climate (x) on the tree-ring chronologies (z). In the example above, reconstructions using classical calibration result in scientifically implausible predictions, with some below 0
• C (Figure 1 ). Judging the reconstructions and choice of procedure based on whether the predictions are plausible seems appealing. However, the statistical properties of the calibration procedures (section 3.3 and S2) provide important context to a discussion on choice of method. One such property is that classical calibration is preferred in terms of MSE over inverse calibration when the true value x mis t is far from the mean x obs value. The implication is that classical calibration should be preferred when inferring unusual (in a historical context) climate values.
The conflict between statistical and non-statistical arguments is concerning. Many reconstructions are undertaken in the belief that climate conditions are likely to change with time, in spite of the assumed model. Thus, a likely explanation for the predictions from inverse calibration appearing more plausible that those from classical calibration is the insensitivity to misspecification of the model for y|x arising from the strong model for x that shrinks the predictions toward the observed climate values. This shrinkage may suggest plausibility, but at the expense of masking the amplitude of temporal variation in climate. Likewise, scientific implausibility evident in the predictions from classical calibration suggests that the underlying assumptions are inappropriate.
Instead of choosing between procedures, we prefer to consider a modeling frame- work that includes these two procedures as special cases. This provides flexibility to allow other assumptions that may be more appropriate for the observed data. Such a model should include the joint effects of age and climate to allow us to propagate uncertainty from the standardization through to the reconstruction. A benefit of this approach is that it allows us to overcome the segment length curse (more details are provided in S5). We will focus on two related assumptions that we believe are critical to the standardization and reconstruction processes. The first is the choice of the model for climate (x). The differences evident in Figure 1 suggest that the probability model specified for the growing season temperatures (as implied by the different analyses) may have a large effect on predictions. The second focus is on the description of how the ring widths depend on growing season temperature.
Model-based description
We initially present two models that are model-based analogues of the current TS and RCS standardization approaches. That is, we specify probability models that include assumptions that are consistent with those used in the multi-step TS and RCS procedures.
TS model-based analogue
We model individual tree-ring growth measurements with an effect due to age. The model is linear in age on the log scale (equivalent to a negative exponential model on the original scale as used in the previous section) to account for the assumption of multiplicative errors implied by the standardization processes. The model is
where ind. denotes an independent sequence of random variables. We further assume that β 0i and β 1i are drawn from common distributions,
An important inclusion is the term η t , assumed to be common between trees. This term reflects that TS uses an average residual on the log scale at each time in order to find the chronology. The difference here is that we do not simply estimate a value for η t that we use in a subsequent analysis. Rather, we consider a hierarchical model for η t in terms of the climate variables x t . That is, the ring widths are modeled simulatenously in terms of both age and climate. As described in S5, it is this step that links standardization and reconstruction and allows us to overcome the segment length curse. The final term we specify is the model for x t . As with the implied model for inverse calibration, the first model we consider treats x t as normally distributed with a constant mean through time. We refer to the model given by (1) - (4) as mb ts con.
To aid in our understanding of the model (and how it compares to models we consider later) we can express mb ts con as
where the parameters are
),
That is, an alternative way of considering mb ts con is that the model for log(y it ) has three features: (i) a linear aging term, (ii) a term that describes the effect of the climate relative to its mean, and (iii) a zero-mean yearly error term that is common between the trees. The year to year variability that is common between trees and is not accounted for by the linear aging term is then shared between x t and η t . The corresponding variances σ 
RCS model-based analogue
To include assumptions consistent with RCS we need only change the term (1). An assumption of RCS was that all trees of the same age have the same growth rate. We include this assumption by replacing (1) with
where ζ j is the growth rate for all trees aged j years. Each ζ j is relatively uninformed by the data, as it is informed by at most k observations (and usually far fewer). One possible solution is to specify a hierarchical model for ζ that reduces this variability and allows the values to change smoothly over time. Another possibility, that we implement here, is to bin the ages (we use 10 yearly bins) so that ζ 1 is the growth rate for all trees aged 1 to 10 years, ζ 2 is the growth rate for all trees aged 11 to 20 years, etc,
where b = 10 and x is the smallest integer value greater than or equal to x. We refer to the model given by (6), (2) and (3) as mb rcs con.
Model fitting
To fit mb ts con and mb rcs con to the Torneträsk data we use Bayesian inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) implemented in JAGS (Plummer 2003) . Prior distributions for all parameters and details of the algorithm are specified in S6. This approach differs from that taken by Haslett et al. (2006) who did not use the full likelihood for inference. Instead they updated the parameters in the model for y|x using only the observed data (y obs and x obs ) and then used these values to update x mis . Other approaches to inference are also possible for fitting the models we have described, e.g. maximum likelihood estimation could be implemented via the EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) .
The reconstructions using multi-step procedures (ts inv and rcs inv) and their corresponding model-based analogues (mb ts con and mb rcs con) lead to similar overall patterns of variability in the predictions (Figure 2 ). The main difference between the predictions appears to be the magnitude of warming/cooling. The actual time periods of relative warming and cooling are largely in common between all approaches.
The difference in reconstructions between assuming TS and RCS assumptions appears remarkably similar within a given modeling approach; i.e. compare Figure  2 (b)-(a) to 2(d)-(c). The RCS assumptions lead to a reconstruction with a pronounced period of cool temperatures from 1600 through 1750, whereas the TS assumptions favor a period of cooling from 1600-1650 followed by a return to stable temperature from 1650-1750.
There are also differences that depend on the modeling approach. In general, the model-based approach has resulted in predictions where the coolest periods (e.g. 1600 -1650) are colder than with the corresponding multi-step approach; i.e. 2(d)-(b) for RCS and 2(c)-(a) for TS.
Examination of various quantities in both the TS and RCS models can help us determine the adequacy of the underlying assumptions in the alternate model. If the ring growth parameters β 0i and β 1i in mb ts con are similar for every tree in the sample then this supports the assumption made in RCS that growth is constant between individuals of the same age. A simple approach is to examine the posterior densities for σ β 0 and σ β 1 to determine whether there is substantial mass near 0. For both parameters there is no evidence of mass near 0 (Figures 3(a) and 3(b) ), suggesting that the constant growth assumption in RCS may not be appropriate. Likewise, if the growth parameters ζ j in mb rcs con show a close to linear trend with age this supports the assumption in TS about how ring width growth varies with age. While far from definitive, the ζ j values suggest that assuming linear growth on the log scale may be a reasonable assumption (Figures 3(c) and 3(d) ), especially for the earlier age classes. While the values for older age classes do depart from the general trend, the number of trees in each age class is relatively small. The age classes with the most trees are 61 − 70 and 71 − 80 with 226 trees. In contrast, age class 301 − 310 has 29 trees, 401 − 410 has seven trees, 501 − 510 has three trees and all 
Extensions to the calibration model
The comparison above examined the predictions from the joint model-based approach and those from a multi-step procedure. A default choice was assumed for the model for temperature in all cases. The choice was made so that the model-based approaches and multi-step procedures incorporated the same assumptions and were comparable. We now investigate the effect this default choice has on the resulting reconstruction. For this we only consider the ring width model in (1) that uses TS and do not consider RCS any further.
The specific choice of model in (3) seems overly restrictive and it is doubtful that anyone interested in modeling long-term temperature believes that this is a reasonable hypothesis. One possible alternative is to treat x 1 , . . . , x n as if they were distinct parameters. Such an assumption is implied by classical calibration as described in S2. However, it seems reasonable to assume that there will be some relationship between the year to year values of growing season temperature (or many climate variables). This suggests any possible model should include structure in the pattern of changes in x over time. A model for x that includes some sort of smoothing thus seems desirable. One such example of this is given by Haslett et al. (2006) who looked at variance structures on random-walk models for the climate variable.
Our approach here is to model x hierarchically using a flexible family of distributions that admits a wide choice of scientific hypotheses about temporal changes in x. We do this by modeling x t as normally distributed, but allow the mean to vary according to a smooth function. We use a cubic B-spline. Now (3) is expressed as
where α t is the year-specific mean of the climate, and B h (x t ) is the hth B-spline basis function (see e.g. Hastie et al. 2009 ). We place a knot every 25 years and include a hierarchical model on γ h to penalize the spline (Eilers and Marx 1996) ,
If σ 2 γ = 0 then the model for x in (7) collapses to the original model for x in (3) with a constant mean through time. We refer to the model given by (1), (2), (7), (8) and (4) as mb ts spl.
As before, we can express mb ts spl as log(y it )
ind.
The models (5) and (9) are similar: both include a term that describes the effect of the climate relative to its mean and a zero-mean yearly error term that is common between trees. The difference is the inclusion of the term β 2 α t in (9). That is, we can think of mb ts spl as extending the standardization model in mb ts con to include additional variation that is (i) common between trees, (ii) smooth through time, and (iii) directly related to the mean of the climate process. We fit mb ts spl using MCMC, implemented in JAGS with details in S7. A feature of this model is the presence of two modes in the likelihood. We discuss the implications in S8.
Changing the model for x has a substantial impact on the reconstructed temperatures (Figures 4(a) and 4(b) ). The amplitude of the predictions varies considerably between mb ts con and mb ts spl. There is a difference of more than 4
• C between the most extreme prediction made in the two models (in the period 1600 − 1650). Given the sensitivity to the method of calibration shown in Figure 1 , it is unsurprising that the amplitudes change upon a generalization of the model for temperature. Here we have relaxed the assumption of a constant mean for temperature which has increased the magnitude of the predictions. The more flexible model for x has also led to a change in the overall mean of the predictions. In particular, Figure 4 (b) suggests an increasing trend in temperatures throughout the entire series, apparent when comparing the two reconstructions in Figure 4 (b)-(a). Such a result supports the notion that the simultaneous modeling of ring-width observations in terms of both climatic and non-climatic variables enables us to reconstruct low-frequency variability in the climate series. It is only once we relax the default model for x that such a trend is evident. The information about the trend appears insufficient to overwhelm a model that assumes a constant mean for x through time, i.e. Figure 4 (a).
Incorporating additional information
The change in model for x has lead to predictions of temperature that are not scientifically reasonable. There is a prolonged period where the temperature series is too cold for the trees to survive based on ecophysiological research (Körner and Paulsen 2004, Körner 2008) . A plausible lower bound for growing season temperature is around 4
• C or 5
• C. There are many ways that additional information such as this can be incorporated into an analysis. We discuss two such possibilities. These analyses are intended to illustrate how such information can be included and the effect this has on the resulting predictions. We have chosen the models and priors for the problem at hand, but we recognize that (i) many other possibilities exist, and (ii) some may disagree with the choices/approaches we have taken. Even in these cases, we believe that exploring how and the gray areas are 95% credible intervals. The off diagonal plots give the difference between the predictions in the corresponding diagonal plots. In all plots the horizontal dashed line is at 4
• C and the horizontal dotted line is at 0
• C.
the assumptions influence the predictions is instructive and aids in understanding of the data and model. The first approach is to consider a model with informative or weakly-informative priors for all parameters. It is difficult to assign informative priors for the parameters that describe ring width. Factors such as historical site condition play an important role and cannot be assessed until the tree-rings have been inspected during the crossdating procedure. Therefore, we place heavy-tailed weakly-informative independent prior distributions on the parameters µ β 0 , σ β 0 , µ β 1 , σ β 1 , σ y , σ η and β 2 .
We specify informative priors on the parameters related to the model for x. We place independent prior distributions on σ x , µ γ and σ γ that lead to implied prior probabilities Pr(8 (1), (2), (4), (7) and (8) with the priors specified in S9 as mb ts spl ip.
A second approach is to change the model for how ring widths are influenced by temperature, similar to that given in Tolwinski-Ward et al. (2011) . We assume that there is a linear effect of temperature on log ring width growth between two temperature bounds that we refer to as x min and x max . Below x min the tree does not grow (as we are on the log-scale this corresponds to a value of −∞). At x max the growth rate is assumed optimal and all temperatures above x max attain this optimal growth rate. We include this in the model by changing (2) to
and ensuring the prior density for β 2 has positive support. The values x min and x max are set by the user (we use 4
• C and 20
• C respectively). As this model is made up of piecewise linear growth increments, we refer to the model given by (1), (4), (7), (8) and (10) as mb ts spl pl.
For the Torneträsk data, the observed ring widths y obs are all strictly positive. Thus values x t < x min are inconsistent with the observed data for model mb ts spl pl. This is a strong constraint, but can be relaxed if desired (e.g. we could assume that when the temperature is below x min the expected growth due to temperature is small, but non-zero).
We fit mb ts spl pl and mb ts spl ip using MCMC, implemented in JAGS. The MCMC details are practically equivalent to those given in S7 except for the changes to prior distributions.
The informative prior has little effect on the predictions (Figure 4(c)-(b) ). Despite a prior probability of 0.01 that x t < 4
• C, many of the observations between 1600 -1650 are below this value. The data have overwhelmed the prior. The prior densities we have specified have not been strong enough to ensure reasonable predictions from an ecophysiological perspective.
The model mb ts spl pl has had the expected effect on the prediction of temperature (Figure 4(d) ) with no predictions below the value x min = 4. Comparing the predictions from mb ts spl and mb ts spl pl reveals interesting differences. Not only does the amplitude change (to within the ecophysiological limits defined by the modified model) but the overall temperature trend changes. There is still an increasing trend through time (Figure 4(d) ) but the trend is smaller than in model mb ts spl (Figure 4(d)-(b) ).
Model checking
To explore predictive performance of the models, we alternatively hold-out the first and second halves of the observed temperature data. This approach is commonly used in dendrochronology (e.g. Cook and Kairiukstis 1990) as the primary goal of such analyses is prediction outside of the observed sample. However, we note that any approach to assess the predictive performance is limited to the range of observed temperature values. Furthermore, since the hold-out blocks remove half of the observed temperatures used for model fitting, the resulting predictions will be correspondingly less certain.
There appears to be little difference between the various approaches in terms of predictive performance ( Figure 5 ). All approaches are likely to overestimate when the true temperature value is below the observed mean and vice versa. There appears to be little difference between the models with the smooth mean for temperature and those with constant mean. This is somewhat surprising given the difference in predictions based on these models (the differences observed in Figure 4 also occur when modeling with the hold-out samples removed). Based on the values from the hold-out samples, all approaches (including those with scientifically implausible extremes) appear to be conservative at predicting values that are further from the observed mean. RMSE values based on the hold-out are presented in Table 1 in the supplementary materials. We have not presented model checks for mb ts spl ip as its predictions were nearly identical to those from model mb ts spl.
A key advantage of the model-based approach compared to the multi-step procedures is the ability to explore other measures of model fit. One such approach is looking at the fit of the conditional model y|x. We do this using averaged residuals. That is, we find the residual δ it = y it −ŷ it , whereŷ it =β 0i +β 1i a it +η t for TS and y it =ζ a it /10 +η t for RCS, with a bar denoting the posterior mean of the unknown quantity. We then find the average residual,δ t by taking the mean of these residuals across all trees with observations in year t. For both models with constant mean for x t , there is a pattern in the average residuals over time (Figures 6(a) and 6(b) ). No such pattern is obvious in the models that include the smooth mean for climate (Figures 6(c) and 6(d) ). However, these residual plots suggest that there may be nonconstant variance through time. This appears to be an issue for both the period of Figure 5: Predictions (and corresponding uncertainty intervals) plotted against the true values for the held-out observations. In plots (a) and (b), the thin lines give a 95% prediction interval, the thick lines are the 50% prediction interval and the point is the prediction for the held-out values. For (c) -(f) the thin lines are 95% posterior predictive credible intervals, the thicker lines are 50% credible intervals and the point is the median of the posterior predictive distribution for the held-out values.
observed temperatures, as well as the periods where temperature was not measured.
The RCS residuals appear more variable that the TS residuals. Few averaged residuals in the TS models exceed 0.02 units (ring width on the log-scale), whereas the RCS model has many averaged residuals beyond 0.02 units and some beyond 0.04. This is consistent with the posterior distribution for σ y under the different models. The central 95% credible interval for σ y is (0.545, 0.552) in mb rcs con whereas the interval is (0.362, 0.366) in mb ts con. We believe this is due to unmodeled variability; the RCS model assumes a common age-based growth rate.
Model mb ts spl allows mean temperature to evolve smoothly over time, but results in scientifically implausible predictions. Despite the obvious shortcomings with the predictions from this model, we have presented the results and explored model checks. These checks suggest that the fit and predictions of the model (for the hold-out samples) are as good or better than the other models we have presented that do have scientifically plausible predictions. This demonstrates that the data alone are insufficient to discriminate between the various models we have explored. External information is needed to resolve the differences. What is less clear is how that should be achieved. We considered two approaches to include that information in the modeling process. The first considered soft constraints given by informative priors. The data overwhelmed the prior and the predictions remained implausible. In the second approach, we included a hard constraint associated with a change of response function (describing how tree-rings respond to temperature). The predictions changed considerably with the hard constraint ensuring plausible values (at least according to a minimum temperature). Other changes to the response function that we have investigated (and not presented) suggest that the model for describing how climate (in our case temperature) relates to ring widths has a large impact on the resulting predictions while often leaving the fit of the observed data unchanged.
We believe that the statements of uncertainty we present for the temperature predictions understate the true uncertainty as all of our predictions condition on an assumed model. For these data we appear unable to distinguish between various assumptions, even when there are substantial differences in predictions. As there is no model clearly favored by the data and many modeling assumptions that could be considered (some additional assumptions are mentioned in section 7), the results suggest: (i) modeling decisions matter, and (ii) the uncertainty we should have in the predictions is greater than that expressed by any one model.
One way to account for model uncertainty is to model-average uncertainty intervals for the unknown temperature values (e.g. Hoeting et al. 1999 ). We have not done this for two reasons. First, it is difficult to calculate the marginal likelihoods required to find the Bayes factors or, equivalently, specify a trans-dimensional MCMC algorithm, such as reversible jump algorithm (Green 1995 ) to explore joint model and parameter space. Second, Bayes factors are known to be sensitive to priors placed on parameters even if the data overwhelm the priors within specific models. For these reasons we have instead examined how the model fit and predictions of missing temperature observations change with the model assumed.
Discussion
Inferring historical climate from ring-width data has many sources of uncertainty. Instead of trying to remove (or ignore) these in a stepwise manner, conditioning on model output each time, we have built a model-based framework for including these sources. Care is needed when specifying alternative assumptions to ensure that the overall model continues to be identifiable. From the TS model statement in (9) we can see that including a flexible aging function such as a polynomial regression or spline would lead to identifiability problems if the climate variable also has a flexible mean function. However, for the RCS representation the constraint that all trees of the same age have the same growth response makes it is possible to have a flexible aging function and allow the climate variable to have a flexible mean.
We have explored changes to many of the model assumptions, including the description of ring-width growth (TS vs RCS), how the ring widths depend on climate (including using or not using additional information), and the model for climate. We have shown that changes to these assumptions can lead to important differences in resulting predictions. Moreover, the validity of many of these assumptions cannot be determined based solely on the data. Reconstructions found using chronologies formed by multi-step procedures and obtained using default calibration approaches may hide such sensitivity to underlying modeling assumptions.
We have restricted ourselves to one transformation on y that was chosen to provide a link between the traditional multi-step approaches and the model-based approach. While breaking the link to the traditional multi-step approaches, other transformations of y could be used in place of the log transform. For example, similar results and conclusions are obtained for this data when using a square root transform instead of the log transform. Other transformations, such as a Box-Cox transformation, could also be used.
The crossdating process (described in S1) can be thought of as obtaining an estimate of the overall chronology. There may be uncertainty in the estimates of ringwidth dates (Wigley et al. 1987 ). Any such unmodeled uncertainty will not propagate through to the reconstruction and will result in predictions of historical climate that appear more precise than they should be. Potential remedies include (i) specifying the crossdating process within a probabilistic statistical model, or (ii) having the dendrochronologist estimate uncertainty in the cross-dating process, i.e. giving various plausible dates for the series with corresponding estimates of certainty in that being the correct date (that sum to one). Inclusion of the crossdating process would be a difficult task. Setting up such a model (option (i) above) would require research effort, because of the challenge of including all the information that is currently used in the human judgment involved in the visual aspect of crossdating through a microscope. Moreover, there would be considerable computational difficulties involved in including any dating uncertainty.
A benefit of including the crossdating process within the statistical model is that it would avoid using the data twice. Many crossdating procedures use the data, and the assumption that trees respond in a related way, to estimate the correct alignment of the cores. Once these estimates are obtained, the data are then used again to predict historical climate, assuming that the relatedness in the tree response depends on the climatic variable of interest.
Another assumption we have not varied is that the growth increments have a common response to temperature. Despite the trees existing in the same macroenvironment, there may be fine scale local differences in the temperature, leading to a tree-specific response. Extending the models in this way is ongoing research and allows the inclusion of more realistic assumptions at the expense of several practical difficulties. Model fitting becomes difficult, with care required to ensure the model remains identifiable. Our experience is that there is considerable sensitivity to the specification of the error structure in the model. Furthermore, some extensions necessitated the use of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithms that are difficult to implement; Gibbs/Metropolis approaches appear impractically slow.
The idea of a common modeling framework can be extended to multiple proxies (Evans et al. 2013) . Unfortunately, other proxy variables also include complexities that must be accounted for in the modeling. Despite these difficulties, including multiple proxies in a reconstruction can be of value, particularly when different proxy types reflect different aspects of the climate process (for example, see Li et al. 2010) . In particular, the multiple proxies may provide information about the calibration curve across a range of climate values. However, including observations from multiple proxies will not automatically lead to robust predictions. An advantage of including data from multiple proxies is that it allows for more expansive model checking. That is, we may be able to use information from different proxies to check the appropriateness of different aspects of our assumed model.
There are many hierarchical extensions that we could consider. These include data from different geographic locations with appropriate spatial models, such as the those considered by Tingley and Huybers (2010a) . Other possibilities include models for climate that include covariates (for example Li et al. 2010) or that incorporate physical models. The inclusion of such extensions provides two substantial future challenges. The first is computational: developing scalable methodology that allows us to model the raw data across numerous locations without resorting to multi-step procedures. The second challenge is one of complexity and applicability: developing appropriate model checks for the assumptions that, as shown here, are critical to historical prediction of climate.
Message for the paleoclimate community
We have demonstrated model-based approaches for tree-ring based reconstructions that are able to incorporate the assumptions of traditional approaches as special cases. The modeling framework allows us to relax assumptions long used out of necessity, giving flexibility to our model choices. Using the Scots pine data from Torneträsk we show how modeling choices matter. Alternative models fitting the data equally well can lead to substantially different predictions. These results do not necessarily mean that existing reconstructions are incorrect. If the assumptions underlying the reconstruction is a close approximation of reality, the resulting prediction and associated uncertainty will likely be appropriate (up to the problems associated with the two-step procedures used). However, if we are unsure whether the assumptions are correct and there are other assumptions equally plausible a-priori, we will have unrecognized uncertainty in the predictions. We believe that such uncertainty should be acknowledged when using standardized data and default models.
As an example consider the predictions from model mb ts con for Abisko, Sweden. If we believe the assumptions underlying model mb ts con then there is a 95% probability that summer mean temperature in 1599 was between 8.1
• C and 12.0
• C as suggested by the central credible interval (Figure 4(a) ). However, if we adopt the assumptions underlying model mb ts spl pl we would believe that the summer mean temperature in 1599 may have been much colder than 8.1
• C with a 95% credible interval between 4.1 • C and 7.8
• C. In practice, unless the data are able to discriminate between these assumptions (which they were not able to do here as shown in Section 6), there is more uncertainty about the summer mean temperature in 1599 than that found in any one model considered. We believe that such model uncertainty needs to be recognized by the community as an important source of uncertainty associated with predictions of historical climate. The use of default methods makes evaluation of such uncertainty difficult.
Tables ts inv
Multi-stage approach using TS and inverse calibration ts class Multi-stage approach using TS and classical calibration rcs inv Multi-stage approach using RCS and inverse calibration rcs class Multi-stage approach using RCS and classical calibration mb ts con Model-based approach using (1) -(4) mb ts spl Model-based approach using (1), (2), (4), (7) and (8) mb ts spl pl Model-based approach using (1), (4), (7), (8) and (10) mb ts spl ip Model mb ts spl with informative priors described in S9. mb rcs con
Model-based approach using (2), (3) and (6) 
